August 2, 2012

I'll Just Do My Job

Under Obamacare, will you have a doctor or a bureaucrat in charge of your care? A family doctor talking to the founder of a news magazine said this:

“[I]f doctors’ pay keeps shrinking, so will the number of young men and women committing themselves to the profession. And then the squeeze for service will get much worse. All of which means that rationing will become a necessity….We’re headed…for a system where the government—or one of its thinly disguised agents—will be making all those decisions.

“In one sense, I suppose all those developments might even take a little pressure off me. I’ll quit worrying—the way any bureaucrat quits worrying. I’ll just do my job.”

“I’ll just do my job,” Joel Belz, WORLD, April 24, 2012.